Meeting called to order by Chelsea Rainer at 9:00pm EDT on Saturday March 19, 2022.

Selection Committee Meeting Agenda

1. **Welcome**
All attendees were asked to disclose any actual or potential conflicts of interest based on a review of the agenda.
Chelsea indicated a CoI with item 2.1 and 2.7.1, and recused. Patti took over as acting Chair for those items.
Nuno indicated a CoI with item 2.2 and 2.5.1, and recused.
Becky indicated a CoI with item 2.6, and recused.

2. **2022 Rimini World Cup and Aere Cup Assignments**
The committee considered the spots already assigned and available, as follows:

2.1. **Trampoline Men**

**World Cup**
- Cody Gesuelli: Assigned December 2021 (Snr M) – 100% funded
- Jeffrey Gluckstein: Assigned December 2021 (Snr M) now retired.
- Aliaksei Shostak: Assigned December 2021 (Snr M) – 100% funded
- Elijah Vogel: Assigned December 2021 (Snr M) – 100% funded
- **Isaac Rowley**: New assignment (Snr M) – 100% funded
- Zach Ramacci: Designated 1\textsuperscript{st} alternate (Snr M)
- Ruben Padilla: Designated 2\textsuperscript{nd} alternate (Snr M)

**Aere Cup**
- Zach Ramacci: New assignment (17-21 M) – 50% funded
- Ruben Padilla: New assignment (17-21 M) – 50% funded
- Jace Williams: New assignment (17-21 M) – 50% funded
- Gavin Britton: New assignment (15-16 M) – 50% funded
- Will Cockrill: New assignment (15-16 M) – 50% funded
- Xavier Harper: New assignment (15-16 M) – self-funded
- Micah Miner: New assignment (15-16 M) – self-funded
- Luke Davis: Designated non-traveling alternate (15-16 M)
Motion to assign the trampoline athletes in bold above to the Rimini World Cup and/or Aere Cup.

- Motion: Nuno
- Second: Chelsea
- Vote: unanimous

It was agreed that as a result of these assignments, Will Cockrill, Xavier Harper, and Micah Miner will be added to the Trampoline Junior National Team.

### 2.2. Trampoline Women World Cup

- Nicole Ahsinger  Assigned December 2021 (Snr F) – 100% funded
- Maia Amano  Assigned December 2021 (Snr F) – 100% funded
- Jessica Stevens  Assigned December 2021 (Snr F) – 100% funded
- Sarah Webster  Assigned December 2021 (Snr F) – 100% funded
- Trinity Van Natta Designated 1st alternate (non-traveling) (Snr F)
- Peyton Brown  Designated 2nd alternate (Snr F)

#### Invitational

- Peyton Brown  New assignment (17-21 F) – 50% funded
- Ava Hernando  New assignment (17-21 F) – 50% funded
- Leah Edelman  New assignment (15-16 F) – 50% funded
- Leah Garafalo  New assignment (15-16 F) – 50% funded
- Ava DeHanes  New assignment (15-16 F) – self-funded
- Rayleigh Huette  New assignment (15-16 F) – self-funded
- Isabella Pansano  Designated non-traveling alternate (15-16 F)

Motion to assign the trampoline athletes in bold above to the Rimini World Cup and/or Aere Invitational.

- Motion: Chelsea
- Second: Patti
- Vote: unanimous

It was noted that as a result of these assignments, Peyton Brown and Ava Hernando will be added to the Trampoline Senior National Team (unfunded).

### 2.3. Tumbling World Cup

- World Games athlete  Assigned following Elite Challenge (Snr M) – 100% funded
- World Games alternate  Assigned following Elite Challenge (Snr M) – 100% funded
- IE/SE 17-21 athlete  Assigned following Elite Challenge (Snr M) – 50% funded
- World Games athlete  Assigned following Elite Challenge (Snr F) – 100% funded
- World Games alternate  Assigned following Elite Challenge (Snr F) – 100% funded
- IE/SE 17-21 athlete  Assigned following Elite Challenge (Snr F) – 50% funded
- IE/SE 17-21 athlete  Assigned following Elite Challenge (Snr F) – 50% funded

#### Invitational

- Xavier Harper  New assignment (15-16 M) – 50% funded
- Cristian Orth  New assignment (15-16 M) – 50% funded
- ZaQuae Carter  New assignment (15-16 M) – self-funded
- Micah Miner  New assignment (15-16 M)
- Amare Walker  Designated non-traveling alternate (15-16 M)
• Brooklyn Jolley  New assignment (15-16 F) – 50% funded
• Rosalie Thongphay New assignment (15-16 F) – 50% funded
• Amelia Gasper  New assignment (15-16 F) – self-funded
• London Hunt  New assignment (15-16 F) – self-funded
• Olivia Pierce  Designated non-traveling alternate (15-16 F)

Motion to assign the tumbling athletes in bold above to the Rimini World Cup and/or Aere Invitational.
• Motion: Michael
• Second: Becky
• Vote: unanimous

It was agreed that as a result of these assignments, ZaQuae Carter, Micah Miner, and London Hunt will be added to the Tumbling Junior National Team.

2.4. Double Mini World Cup
• World Games athlete  Assigned following Elite Challenge (Snr M) – 100% funded
• World Games alternate  Assigned following Elite Challenge (Snr M) – 100% funded
• IE/SE 17-21 athlete  Assigned following Elite Challenge (Snr M) – 50% funded
• IE/SE 17-21 athlete  Assigned following Elite Challenge (Snr M) – 50% funded
• World Games athlete  Assigned following Elite Challenge (Snr F) – 100% funded
• World Games alternate  Assigned following Elite Challenge (Snr F) – 100% funded
• IE/SE 17-21 athlete  Assigned following Elite Challenge (Snr F) – 50% funded
• IE/SE 17-21 athlete  Assigned following Elite Challenge (Snr F) – 50% funded

Invitational
• Micah Miner  New assignment (15-16 M) – 50% funded
• Will Cockrill  New assignment (15-16 M) – 50% funded
• Max Poveda  New assignment (15-16 M) – self-funded
• Van Larson  New assignment (15-16 M) – self-funded
• Cristian Orth  Designated alternate (15-16 M)
• Jackie Kent  New assignment (15-16 F) – 50% funded
• Rosalie Thongphay  New assignment (15-16 F) – 50% funded
• Leah Edelman  New assignment (15-16 F) – self-funded
• Samantha Breckenridge  New assignment (15-16 F) – self-funded
• Ava DeHanes  Designated non-traveling alternate (15-16 F)

Motion to assign the double mini athletes in bold above to the Rimini World Cup and/or Aere Invitational.
• Motion: Michael
• Second: Chelsea
• Vote: unanimous

It was agreed that as a result of these assignments, Will Cockrill, Micah Miner, Max Poveda, and Samantha Breckenridge will be added to the Double Mini Junior National Team.

2.5. Trampoline Coaches

2.5.1. Motion to name Nuno Merino as the Head Coach for the Rimini World Cup (100% funded).
• Motion: Michael
  • Second: Patti
  • Vote: unanimous
2.5.2. Motion to name Konstantin Gulisashvili and Jared Olsen as Assistant Coaches for the Rimini World Cup (100% funded).
- Motion: Nuno
- Second: Chelsea
- Vote: unanimous

2.5.3. Motion to name Steven Gluckstein as the Head Coach for the Aere Cup (100% funded).
- Motion: Nuno
- Second: Chelsea
- Vote: unanimous

2.5.4. Motion to name Robert Godfrey as the Assistant Coach for the Aere Cup (100% funded).
- Motion: Nuno
- Second: Chelsea
- Vote: unanimous

2.6. Tumbling Coaches
- World Cup Head Coach Assigned following Elite Challenge – 100% funded
- World Cup Assistant Coach Assigned following Elite Challenge – 100% funded
- Aere Cup Assistant Coach Assigned following Elite Challenge – 100% funded

Motion to name Becky Brown as the Head Coach for the Aere Cup (100% funded).
- Motion: Chelsea
- Second: Patti
- Vote: unanimous

2.7. Double Mini Coaches
- World Cup Head Coach Assigned following Elite Challenge – 100% funded
- World Cup Assistant Coach Assigned following Elite Challenge – 100% funded

2.7.1. Motion to name Chelsea Rainer as the Head Coach for the Aere Cup (100% funded).
- Motion: Nuno
- Second: Michael
- Vote: unanimous

2.7.2. Motion to name Austin White as the Assistant Coach for the Aere Cup (100% funded).
- Motion: Chelsea
- Second: Michael
- Vote: unanimous

Meeting adjourned.